CASE STUDY

athenahealth operationalizes customer
feedback to drive clinical and financial results
The challenge
athenahealth is a leading provider of network-enabled services for hospital and ambulatory customers nationwide, partnering with them to drive clinical and financial results. athenahealth combines insights from
its network of 160,000 providers, and its Voice of the Customer (VoC) team collects and analyzes customer
feedback to drive decisions. The team quantifies trends and priorities that impact retention, growth, and
loyalty. They partner with service and product teams to advocate for customers.
Customer surveys, to which athenahealth receives over 6,400 monthly responses, are critical to feedback
from multiple groups of users, including doctors, nurses, and managers. These datasets became too large
to manually review, yet not large enough for most natural language understanding (NLU) tools. Attempts to
fix this problem included reading all comments and writing summaries, building in-house tools, using opensource NLU, and holding two-week “tagging marathons” each quarter.

An effective solution would:
Quickly categorize customer feedback from
limited sets of responses
Identify and quantify which issues most affect
customers
Uncover deeper insights in data without
consuming analyst time on manual work

The solution
athenahealth operationalized Luminoso to tag and
classify customer survey feedback. Along with preexisting
customer data, the VoC Team not only uncovered the
issues and topics users were discussing most, but could
more deeply understand intent, wants, and needs. Now,
athenahealth could more effectively implement fixes,
improve functionality, and prioritize product requests.
With Luminoso, the team automated tagging, chaining
different types of classification across preexisting and
newly-created labels. This preserved internal structure
and logic, and made labels both simple and informative.
The process was not only fast and more accurate, but also
eliminated the need for quarterly tagging marathons, which
enabled the VoC team to spend more time analyzing data
and improving the customer experience.

The benefits

Quickly analyze customer surveys
for timely product improvements

Save analyst time by automatically
categorizing survey results

Uncover unexpected issues and
understand how they drive scores

With automation, athenahealth freed employees previously
relegated to quarterly tagging marathons to focus on analyzing
data and improving the customer experience.
The results
Luminoso helped athenahealth to:
Understand customer feedback and requests for
products

Incorporate customer insights at all points of the
product life cycle

Analyze thousands of responses across multiple
user segments

Streamline tagging while preserving structure
and process

Bring to light what your
customers are saying
Luminoso analyzes unstructured text in minutes, to accurately
make sense of it and inspire your organization’s actions.

Luminoso turns unstructured text data into business-critical insights. Using common-sense artificial intelligence to understand language, we empower organizations
to discover, interpret, and act on what people are telling them. Requiring little setup, maintenance, training, or data input, Luminoso combines world-leading natural
language understanding technology with a vast knowledge base to learn words from context – like humans do – and accurately analyze text in minutes, not months.
Our software provides native support in over a dozen languages, so leaders can explore relationships in data, make sense of feedback, and triage inquiries to drive
value, fast. Luminoso is privately held and headquartered in Boston, MA.
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